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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the origins, approach and outputs of a course on Lean
Construction developed at the Universitat Politècnica de València within the Master
of Planning and Management in Civil Engineering: a unique experience in the
Spanish academic system so far. This course takes into consideration most of the key
issues of lean construction: historical evolution, flow and value stream mapping, pull
management, last planner system, standardization, optimization of construction
operations, building information modelling, and integrated project delivery, among
others. The main element of the course is the last planner system of planning and
control. An average of 30 students per year has attended this elective course in the
M.Sc. degree since its implementation in 2011, indicating the extraordinary success
of the course. The teaching and learning method is dynamic and is based on lectures,
exercises, games in the classroom, and a project course. This paper presents this
pioneer introduction of this graduate course in the Spanish academic system and some
of the outputs obtained.
KEYWORDS
Last Planner System, Lean Construction, Learning Construction Management, Project
Based Learning.
INTRODUCTION
Academics and professionals consider lean construction as the most efficient practice
to increase the efficiency and productivity in construction projects. Nonetheless, as
Lean Construction is an emerging methodology, multiple approaches and different
theoretical interpretations can be found in the literature and in practical
implementations. Furthermore, Lean Construction concepts and terms such as “value”,
“flow”, or “waste” seem very abstract for students and novice professionals.
These different approaches, theoretical interpretations, complex terms, and
abstract concepts cause that teaching Lean Construction may become one of the
biggest challenges that faculty members can found in their professional careers, either
for an academic environment with novel and inexperienced students, or for
professionals who need practical solutions to improve their performance.
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Innovative initiatives have been undertaken during the last years by different
universities all over the world with courses in their academic programs, summer
schools, undergraduate, and graduate curriculums, etc. promoted by lecturers and
researchers. These courses are focused on different aspects of Lean Construction
depending on the lecturer focus, his/her personal interpretations, and the needs and
interests of the students and professionals involved.
Currently, Lean Construction is integrated within the curriculum of many
construction management programs (Johnson and Gunderson 2009), with students
and profesionals coming from different fields within the Architecture, Engineering
and Contruction (AEC) industry, mainly architects, architectural/building engineers,
and civil engineers. This multidisciplinary environment requires a new approach from
the different stakeholders involved in the contruction process, promoting the creation
of collaborative teams in different disciplines interested in the design of transversal
courses that meet the demands and needs of the industry.
With this aim in mind, the authors decided to start a new course on Lean
Construction in the Master of Planning and Management in Civil Engineering at the
Universitat Politècnica de València, where they have been lecturing for several years.
The course on Lean Construction (3.0 ECTS) takes into consideration most of the key
issues of the subject: historical evolution, waste and flow, value stream mapping, pull
management, Last Planner SystemTM (LPSTM henceforth), standardization and
optimization of construction operations, building information modelling, integrated
project delivery, as well as other lean techniques (5S, Poka-Yoke, Kan-Ban, A3
report, etc., among others). The LPSTM of planning and control is the main element of
the course.
The teaching and learning method is dynamic and focused on students, as the
central characters of this learning process, aiming to develop on them the skills of
leadership and team working. The teaching and learning process is based on lectures,
exercises, and games in the classroom; it is also complemented with a project course
as the vehicle to implement a Project Based Learning (PBL) methodology. This paper
presents the pioneer experience of introducing and teaching this graduate course in
the Spanish academic system and some of the outputs obtained, considering an
average of 30 students per year attending the elective course since it was first
implemented in 2011. These numbers can be considered a success because the
average number of total students in the M.Sc. degree has been 35 during those same
years, reflecting that most of the students take the course year after year because of
word of mouth from the previous academic year’s students.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review
of the most usual methods in teaching Lean Construction at major universities in the
world. Section 3 details the method of teaching and learning applied at the Universitat
Politècnica de València. Finally, some conclusions from this pioneer experience are
drawn.
TEACHING LEAN CONSTRUCTION
Organizations around the world claim for improvements in productivity, waste
reduction, and profit gains in the construction industry with the use of Lean methods
and principles. As in the industry, construction management academic programs have
steadily incorporated these key trends within their curriculums. Different universities
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all around the world have undertaken innovative initiatives during the last years
including courses with teaching Lean Construction principles in their academic
programs. In this section, some methods and tools for teaching lean construction are
presented.
READINGS AND CLASS DISCUSSION
The “Readings and Discussion” method gives students the opportunity, and even the
obligation, to express their points of view and opinions on certain issues, requiring
the students to think critically on the subject and use logic to evaluate others'
positions through open and active participation. Some of the benefits of using
“Readings and Discussion” as a learning method, are (Bonwell and Eison 1991): (a) it
helps students to explore and analyze a variety of perspectives, increasing their
intellectual agility and habits of collaboration; (b) it develops on the students the
skills of synthesis and integration; and (c) it leads to transformation.
This method is applied by Hamzeh (2013) and Tsao et al. (2013), among other
lecturers at the American University of Beirut in a 16-week semester. Hamzeh (2013)
starts introducing lean with the readings of the Toyota way (Liker 2003) and the
transformation-flow-value theory of production (Koskela 2000). After these readings,
Hamzeh (2013) asks the students to post questions into the course website and these
questions are used as a basis for class discussion.
Rybkowski at the Texas A&M University (Tsao et al. 2013) organizes readings
and asks students to write brief essays that summarize their conclusions, allowing a
common discussion and exchange of ideas later. Tsao et al. (2012) at the University
of Cincinnati schedule readings as Critical Chain (Goldratt 1997) to provide students
a basic background.
GAME & SIMULATION BASED METHODS
The game-based methods (also known as “gamification”), incorporating game-like
interactions, may be the most popular and gaining attraction in Lean Construction
learning methodologies, demonstrating lean principles in action and involving the
audience. With gamification, students can fail with minimal consequences and learn
from their mistakes. If a student fails, this simply means that he/she needs to try to
play again with a new approach. Furthermore, it promotes a long-term retention of the
knowledge gained and problem solving skills (Ghosh and Bhattacharjee 2011).
The game-based methodologies are imported from lean management
environments; they are very useful to teach, and prove some abstract concepts such as:
continuous process flow, waste, pull planning, variability, production levelling,
collaboration, and teamwork. A brief description of some of the most popular follows:
•

The Technion LEAPCON™ (Sacks 2007) simulates the construction of an eight
story building with four apartments on each floor. It was developed to test the
impact of the Lean management model in response to the significant waste
identified in the conventional approach to scheduling and managing construction.

•

The Dice Game was inspired on Goldratt´s “boy-scout hike” and used by Howell
(1998), Ballard (1999), and Alarcon & Ashley (1999) to demonstrate the impact
of uncertainty on the production rate.
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•

The Airplane Production Game (Dukovska-Popovska, Hove-Madsen and Nielsen
2008) is a simple, but powerful, Lean teaching tool that allows the demonstration
of nearly every “just in time” principles and of the difference between pull and
push systems, creating flow in the working processes.

•

The Lean Hospital Game (Dukovska-Popovska, Hove-Madsen and Nielsen 2008)
is designed to give the students an experience of the Lean way of working, having
in mind that clients usually do not have any knowledge about production planning
and control.

•

The Origami Game or Frog Factory Kanban Game (Tsao, Alves and Mitropoulos
2012) is a lean quality Kanban simulation in which teams compete trying to run
the most efficient factory making the most money as possible, avoiding
unbalanced work flow, which can block the process. With the Origami Game,
students learn about the impact of “batching work”, “one-piece flow”, “balancing
work” between stations, and “quality control”.

•

The Delta Design Game was developed by Bucciarelli (1999) and was planned to
demonstrate to the students that design is a process of negotiation among several
conflicting disciplines and requirements. At the University of Cincinnati, Tsao et
al. (2012) uses the Delta Design Game to help students to appreciate the
challenges of design management and to explore how lean thinking can help.

•

The Win As Much As You Can Game (WAMAYC) was designed to give teams
experience in designing indicators and data collection methods, showing different
ways of graphically displaying data and starting a discussion about data
stratiﬁcation, mean, and range. The discussion at the end of the game can lead to
concrete plans to make data more available, and the merits of collaboration and
competition in both intragroup and intergroup relations. Actually, the WAMAYC
game is used at the Illinois Institute of Technology (Chicago) and, occasionally, at
the Lean Construction Institute (Tsao et al. 2012).

•

Other games used in teaching lean principles are (Tommelein 1998): The 5S
Shapes Game, Lean Start-up Snowflake Game, Kanban Game with Lego©, The
Kanban Pizza Game, Stuffing Envelopes Game, Lean Dot Game, Never-ending
Card Game, etc.

THE OPEN FORUM METHOD
The “Open Classroom Forum” is a dynamic teaching method in which students
interactively share thoughts and learn from class discussions about case studies and
required readings. The purpose of “Open Classroom Forum” is to establish a new
pedagogy in teaching Lean Construction (Hamzeh 2013). This method is applied in
the Construction Management Department of the Colorado State University, and the
lecturers expect to facilitate the understanding of lean principles while “preparing
students to enter the workforce with a solid theoretical understanding of lean and its
transferability to the construction operating platform” (Hanzeh 2013).
As an evolution of the “Open Classroom Forum” method, the “Online Discussions
Forums” method arises as the most preferred by students (Tsao et al. 2012) posting
questions to discussion that weave several strands of conversation into a summary
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thatt may prom
mpt people to
t pursue thhe topic furrther (Bergee, 1995) or even seek help
wheen necessaryy.
INT
TEGRATION OF LEAN, GREEN & B
BIM
Braadley and Hyatt
H
(2011) at Califorrnia State University
U
explore thee integration of
leann constructtion, sustaiinability, aand BIM into
i
an un
ndergraduatte construcction
mannagement and
a
scheduling coursee, structured using the framewoork of the Last
Plannner System
m™ and 4D assignm
ments (BIM)), allowing students to visualizee the
connstruction off a green pro
oject througghout the co
ourse
IMP
PLEMENT
TING THE
E LEAN CO
ONSTRUC
CTION COU
URSE
Morre than onee hundred professional
p
ls and studeents attendeed the First Meeting off the
Spaanish Groupp for Lean Construction
C
n in April 2011
2
at the Universitatt Politècnicca de
Vallència. The success of this
t event hhas to be weell put into context:
c
in 22009 a Meeeting
of tthe Europeaan Group fo
or Lean Coonstruction gathered on
nly one nattive person (the
firstt author off this paper)) in Barceloona. During
g the three year-span (2009-2011
1), a
smaall group off academiciians at the Universitatt Politècnicaa de Valènccia was ablle to
connvey a feeliing of restleessness andd need for fresh air in
n the Spanissh construcction
induustry throuugh worksh
hops, classrroom effortt and word
d of mouthh. As a reesult,
currrently, the Spanish Grroup for Leean Constru
uction in Lin
nkedin has more than one
thouusand membbers, and it keeps grow
wing.
Hence, duee to the ach
hievement oof this Firstt Meeting, the
t professoors involveed in
thiss process deecided to start
s
a new course on Lean Consstruction att the Masteer of
Plannning and Managemeent in Civill Engineering at the Universitat
U
Politècnicaa de
Vallència, wherre they werre already leecturing; th
here was an
n announcem
ment during
g the
clossing sessionn of the previously m
mentioned First Meetiing. The ccourse on Lean
L
Connstruction was
w implem
mented as ann elective course
c
in th
he second ssemester off the
2011-2012 acaademic year. Eighty-thrree per cent of the students enrolleed in the Maaster
choose the courrse and the promoters cconsidered this fact ass a success. In the last two
yearrs, all studeents enrolled
d in the Masster selected
d the Lean Constructio
C
on course ass one
of thheir electivees subjects (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Historic
H
elecction of Leaan Constructtion subjectt
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How
wever, the task
t
was no
ot easy. At the early stages, the M.Sc.
M
Thesees dealing with
w
"leaan construction" were not well rreceived by
y the disserttation comm
mittees, gettting
backk commentts as "utop
pian methodds", "far from reality"", "idealistiic", "pointleess",
“connfusing”, “w
we already know that””, or "not ap
pplicable to the Spanishh idiosyncraasy",
amoong others.
Currently, the
t number of Spanish students in
n the course has decreassed slightly
y due
to thhe economiic crisis; how
wever, the nnumber of foreign
f
stud
dents has dooubled (Figu
ure 1)
larggely due too word of mouth, esppecially wiithin studen
nts from L
Latin Amerrican
couuntries, whoo select Leean Construuction as an electivee course foor their seccond
sem
mester (Figuure 2).

Figure 2: Historical
H
evvolution of student’s
s
origin in unitss
Now
wadays, Leean Constru
uction is connsidered an
n essential topic
t
in thee curriculum
m of
manny engineerring areas; it is includedd in subjectts such as Quality
Q
Conntrol, Safety
y and
Heaalth, or Scheeduling in th
he industriaal engineerin
ng field.
LEA
ARNING LEAN
L
CON
NSTRUCT
TION.
Thee M.Sc. deggree approacches construuction manaagement fro
om both a prroduction and
a a
business point of view an
nd is comp osed of onee year of coursework based on four
manndatory subbjects (projeect assessm
ment, constru
uction site administrattion, innovaation
andd quality, annd businesss managem
ment), some elective courses, pluus an additiional
sem
mester to preepare a M.S
Sc. thesis. T
The Lean Construction
C
n course (3..0 ECTS) takes
intoo considerattion most off the key is sues of the matter: histtorical evollution, flow
w and
valuue stream mapping,
m
pu
ull managem
ment, Last Planner
P
System, other llean techniq
ques
(5S, Poka-Yokke, Kan-Baan, A3 repport, etc.), standardizaation and ooptimization
n of
o
building iinformation
n modelling
g, and inteegrated pro
oject
connstruction operations,
deliivery, amonng others. The course oof Lean Con
nstruction iss based on a mixed metthod
of aactive and collaborativ
ve techniquues, overcoming the liimitations oof the classsical
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metthods. Throuugh this app
proach, studdents becom
me protagon
nists of theiir own learn
ning,
andd teachers pllay the role of advisorss, guiding th
he learning process
p
as tthey progress in
theiir research (Blank
(
1997
7, Harwell 11997).
The structuure of the course is based on: (a) reading
g & class discussion; (b)
Probblem Basedd Methodolo
ogy with gaames; (c) ad
dvanced sch
heduling tecchniques forr the
TM
Lasst Planner System
S
; and d) a reall project. The
T Lean Co
onstruction course is being
lecttured by thhree professsors, each one of th
hem with different
d
prrofessional and
acaddemic skillls, giving students
s
an enriching and multid
disciplinary approach. The
readding and claass discussiion sessionss are taughtt by Eugenio Pellicer w
uces
who introdu
studdents into thhe lean phillosophy, thee history, an
nd the main
n concepts (vvalue, flow
w and
wasste) as well as the Earn
ned Value M
Method (so
ome basic co
oncepts havve been alreeady
intrroduced in a previous project
p
mannagement co
ourse where the readingg of the Criitical
Chaain book iss mandatory
y). The seccond part is coordinatted by Fernnando Cerv
veró,
intrroducing thee techniques of Value Stream Maapping, 5S, Poka-Yokee, Kan-Ban, A3
repoort and pull approach with gamees and simu
ulations. Th
he third blocck is taugh
ht by
Joséé Luis Ponnz-Tienda who
w integraates the stan
ndardization
n and balan
anced design
n of
worrk cycles, analysis off resourcess and duraations, advaanced projeect schedulling,
optiimization with
w spreadsheets (Ponzz-Tienda 20
011) and com
mmercial sooftware app
plied
to thhe Last Plannner System
mTM, finishiing with thee application
n of Earnedd Value und
der a
prodduction-sysstem point of
o view.
Regarding the vehicular project, sstudents mu
ust apply th
he concepts and techniq
ques
learrned througghout the course
c
in a real env
vironment (Figure
(
3). They dev
velop
perssonal skillss and com
mpetencies as leadersship and collaboratio
c
on through the
connstruction prrocess, incrreased “relaatedness” am
mong all th
he project pparticipants, and
thinnking projeccts as holistiic productioon processes.
Teachiing-Learnin
ng Process

Vehiccular Project & Teaching-Learning Proceess

Figure 3: Teaaching-Learrning Proceess
Thee project coourse is the vehicle of a Project Based
B
Metho
odology thaat complem
ments
the readings, cllass discusssion, games and probleems. The meethod is bassed on solviing a
com
mplex projeect, with a solution
s
thaat is not un
nique or sim
mple, and rrequires criitical
thinnking to pose and solv
ve it, choossing betweeen different feasible allternatives. The
Vehhicular Projject (Figuree 4) is know
wn as the “Napkin Prroject” by the studentts; it
connsists on thee full develo
opment of a building fo
or residentiaal and comm
mercial use with
w
som
me volumetrric constrain
nts expresseed in the staatement. Dates for signi
ning the conttract,
starrt of the woorks and deeadlines aree also set, as well as penalties an
and bonusess for
propposing soluutions that allter the estaablished deaadline.
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Figurre 4: Projecct course wiith zones & areas
Thee teams are composed of
o five or siix memberss, playing each of them
m a specific role
in thhe construcction processs: architectt, engineer, earthmovin
ng subcontrractor, struccture
subcontractor, safety and
d health ressponsible, and
a the rep
presentativee of the ow
wner
(Figgure 5).

Figure 5: R
Roles of the Team Work
k
Afteer establishhing the rolees of each one of the members of
o the team--work, stud
dents
musst propose a construcctive soluti on for the project th
hat satisfiess the boundary
connditions thatt will be appearing
a
thhroughout the
t research process, promoting fair
com
mpetition to provide su
ustainable annd efficient solutions. Once the innitial solutio
on is
estaablished, stuudents must schedule tthe project applying In
ntegrated PProject Delivery
andd LPS of plaanning and control,
c
prooposing a work
w
breakdo
own structuure and a maaster
plann (Figure 6)) that usually modifies the initial solution.
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Figure
F
6. Puull session & master plaan
Witth the ultim
mate solutio
on, teams propose look-ahead programs
p
foor the firstt six
monnths (Figuree 7) and sim
mulate its evvolution wiith the Weeekly Work PPlan (Figuree 8),
conntrolling thee productio
on with thee applicatio
on of Plan Percent C
Complete ch
harts
(Figgure 9) andd the Earneed Value M
Methodolog
gy (Figure 10), in an integrated and
sim
multaneous way.
w

Figure 7. Pull
P session
n & look aheead plannin
ng implemen
nted with sppreadsheets

Fiigure 8. Weeekly work pplan implem
mented with
h spreadsheeets
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Figgure 9. Plan Percent Complete of ccompromisees and stock
k with meanns and varian
nces

Figure 10
0. Control appplying the earned valu
ue method
Witth the aim of
o maximiziing the acaddemic resullts through a continuouus improvem
ment
proccess, profeessors involved in thhe Lean Construction course prromote stu
udent
enggagement, coommitmentt, and contriibution, app
plying the Plus-Delta toool at the en
nd of
the sessions wiith a final diiscussion att the course closure (Fig. 11).
Plus
Novel, realistic and app
plicable subjeect.
The coursee promotes an
nd encourages the
collaborative work.
A necessary viision to includ
de in the consttruction
industry
y.
Vehicular Project
P
promottes innovationn and
ccreativity facilitating the gen
neration of syn
ynergies.

Delta
The introductio
on to Lean phiilosophy is too
o
lengthy.
Scheduling to
ools must go bbefore in the
syllabus to face
f
the vehicuular project.
More
M
practical sessions
s
applyying lean tools.

Figure 11. Results
R
of thhe Plus-Dellta at the course closuree
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CONCLUSIONS
The course of Lean Construction, included in the M.Sc. degree of Planning and
Management in Civil Engineering at the Universitat Politècnica de València, is based
on a mixed methodology of readings, class discussions, games, simulations, and
advanced project scheduling and optimization applied to Last Planner SystemTM with
the application of Earned Value under a production-system point of view. The
evaluations of the course, and the high satisfaction achieved by the students, indicates
that this mixed methodology as active-based learning, has profound impact on
students´ performance and it is an effective method of conveying the main ideas and
concepts of Lean Construction techniques to the students and practitioners, even if
they have not been previously introduced to them.
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